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THE 
COLOR 
OF 
FALL

The look of fall? It’s wildly sexy with unexpected 
hues and bold textures—yet it appears perfectly 
refined. Backstage at the shows, makeup artists 
favored rich color applied with the utmost 
precision, creating runway looks that stole the 
spotlight: Geometric winged eyeliner. Meticulously 
defined, blazing red lips. Lids etched in luminous 
metal shades. Hair was just as show-stopping: sleek 
and sharp, the finishing touch to such detailed 
makeup. Inside, find these and other top fall trends 
you’ll want to try, along with our best and newest 
breakthroughs in mascara, skin, hair and fragrance. 
Go ahead and explore—edgy glamour awaits.
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Our beauty experts handpick  
the products we’re most excited 
about this minute: the boldest 
breakthroughs, the coolest 
collaborations and the truly  
unique under-the-radar discoveries. 

We’re calling it next-generation 
skincare: our most innovative new 
solutions tackle dark spots, acne, 
fine lines, everything eyes—and 
even teeth whitening.

THE FACE OF BEAUTY

SCAN + WATCH

THE FACE  
OF FASHION
They’re the top  
trends for fall—fiery 
lips, winged liner, 
rich metallic lids and 
extreme parts—
and they’re ready  
to wear right now.

SPOTLIGHT ON:

Introducing the gritty side of 
pretty. The newest collection 
pairs street-design packaging 
with rich sophisticated color. 
HELLO KITTY ® © 1976, 2011 
SANRIO CO., LTD.

SEPHORA TO GO 
Download our free Sephora To Go 
app for iPhone on iTunes. With our 
app, you can scan codes throughout 
this catalog to watch videos, plus 
see get-the-look videos and product 
reviews. Or you can watch it all at 
youtube.com/sephora.



HOT:  
4-in-1 
makeup pen 
NEW JOSIE MARAN 
REM PEN IN BLACK/
BROWN Josie 
Maran is the ultimate 
multitasker—model, 
mom, entrepreneur. So 
is her newest creation: 
The first of its kind, 
it’s a shadow, eyeliner 
and two applicators in 
one. SELECT STORES 
#1346337 $32

HOT: 
color-
drenched lips 
NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT 
SEPHORA URBAN DECAY 
SUPER-SATURATED LIP 
PENCIL IN BIG BANG Urban 
Decay knows you love their 
eyeliners, so they’ve created 
a similar version for the lips. 
Swipe one on for intense 
color, superior staying power 
and a hydrating high-gloss 
finish. #1348812 $19

HOT:  
unbelievable 
lashes
NEW BENEFIT THEY’RE REAL! 
Three years in the making, the 
much-anticipated mascara is finally 
here. Well worth the wait, it uses a 
one-of-a-kind dome-tipped brush to 
lengthen, curl, lift, volumize, define 
and separate. #1343938 $22

SCAN + WATCH

THE NEWEST, THE LATEST, MOST BUZZED-ABOUT 
BEAUTY—HANDPICKED BY US

VOLUME 7

HOT:  
revolutionary 
style extender 
NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA 
LIVING PROOF STRAIGHT 
Originally created as a humidity 
blocker, Living Proof stylists 
discovered it does way more: Apply 
it to wet or dry hair to get—and 
keep—it pin-straight for days. 5.5 oz 
#1344969 $29 
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HOT: 
beauty with an edge 
NEWEXCLUSIVE BEAUTY RETAILER GRAFFITI KITTY 
BRUSH SET Inspired by the urban landscape (in 
particular, downtown LA), the designers at Hello 
Kitty tagged this five-piece brush collection with 
edgy artwork to inspire you to take risks with color. 
#1334085 $49 LIMITED EDITION
HELLO KITTY ® © 1976, 2011 SANRIO CO., LTD.

HOT: 
breakthrough  
skin brightener
NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA PHILOSOPHY MIRACLE 
WORKER DARK SPOT CORRECTING SYSTEM Realizing there 
was nothing to erase lines and dark spots simultaneously, 
Philosophy developed an industry first: This system addresses 
both the way the professionals do, with high-performance 
retinol and advanced pigment inhibitors. #1358738 $80

HOT: 
treatment 
eyeliner 
NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT 
SEPHORA PETER THOMAS 
ROTH LASHES TO DIE FOR 
THE LINER We always tell 
our brands: the less time and 
fewer steps, the better. Infused 
with their lash-enhancing 
technology, this liner performs 
two tasks: defines eyes and 
boosts lash fullness in two 
weeks. #1356112 $48

HOT: fashionable scents 
NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA STELLA MCCARTNEY IT-DRESS COLLECTION Inspired by a 
Belgian artist, Stella McCartney’s resort collection bloomed with botanical prints. These same 
patterns now outfit her limited-edition perfume bottles, which make a stylish addition to any 
fragrance wardrobe. 1 oz each $52 each #1354901, #1354885, #1354893 LIMITED EDITION



SCAN + WATCH

TREND:

FIERY LIPS 
Try on fall’s statement 
piece—lips coated 
in blazing red

EXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA SEPHORA COLLECTION CREAM LIP STAIN 
IN ALWAYS RED When you first slick it on, the creamy color is punchy. 
Over time, it transforms into a silky, featherlight stain. #1296060 $12

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA NARS LARGER THAN LIFE LIP GLOSS 
IN NORMA For when you’d rather gloss than lipstick, this stunning 
orange-red is intensely pigmented, super shiny and long-lasting. 
Bonus: The precision brush applicator makes it easy to define your lips. 
#1344373 $26

LANCÔME L’ABSOLU ROUGE IN ABSOLUTE ROUGE The vivid tomato-
red is spot-on, and the formula contains a replenishing molecule that 
makes lips look fuller and smoother. An absolute must. #1131143 $29

EXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA MAKE UP FOR EVER ROUGE ARTIST 
INTENSE IN #43 MOULIN ROUGE With its velvety texture and strong 
fire-engine color, it covers lips with the richest finish in one single  
swipe. #1261874 $19 

YVES SAINT LAURENT ROUGE PUR COUTURE SPF 15 IN LE ROUGE 1 
We love this nutrient-rich formula that softens lips and protects from the 
sun, with serious color pay-off and a sultry, satin finish. #1293463 $30 

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA URBAN DECAY SUPER SATURATED 
LIP PENCIL IN F BOMB Line lips with this explosive red, then use it to 
feather the entire lip with color—the effect is dynamite. #1348846 $19

THE FACE OF FASHION
Straight from the runway—the absolute best in show

TIP: After you’ve 
applied your lip color, 
roll a cotton swab 
around the edges of 
your mouth—it will 
remove any smudges, 
so your lips look 
extra defined. 
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LIP SYNC 
Pair this season’s dramatic mouth with 
makeup that’s slightly more subtle

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA ULTRAFLESH 
BLACK MAGIC EYELINER KIT We had to have it 
the second we peeked inside—a brush with five 
liners, each for creating a different effect. Pair 
the glimmering black with this season’s lip for a 
sultry evening out. #1335140 $39

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA TOO FACED 
MATTE EYE PALETTE We love to pair red lips 
with matte eyes—it feels so old Hollywood. Get 
the look with this palette of nine neutral shadows, 
all with a suede finish. #1345966 $36 ($73 value)

HOURGLASS VEIL MINERAL 
PRIMER SPF 15 Red lips 
command attention. Ensure 
your skin sets them off by 
prepping it with this lightweight 
oil-free primer that minimizes 
pores and reduces redness. 1 oz 
#10744442 $52

NEW LAURA MERCIER 
MOISTURE SUPRÊME 
FOUNDATION IN SUNTAN BEIGE 
Smooth on this long-wearing, 
moisturizing foundation that’s 
formulated with botanicals and 
peptides for an instantly dewy, 
radiant complexion. Available in 
10 shades. #1342245 $42

TEMPTU BASE SMOOTH & MATTE 
PRIMER Wear statement-making 
lips with soft, matte skin. Eliminate 
shine by tapping this silica-based 
primer under and over makeup for 
a flawless finish that lasts all day. 
#1306091 $35

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA 
SEPHORA COLLECTION 
MOONSHADOW BAKED PALETTE 
IN THE NUDE Create limitless looks 
for day or night with these ten 
near-naked shades. Infused with 
diamond dust for a shimmering 
longwearing finish, they can be 
used wet or dry. Flash the stunning 
bronze-detailed case—it’s just 
as pretty as the shades inside. 
#1325885 $28 ($50 value) 
LIMITED EDITION



EXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA BUXOM WATERPROOF SMOKY EYE STICK IN ICE PICK We love 
that one pencil does it all—smokes, shadows and lines. Simply smudge the reflective color for 
a smoldering effect, diffuse it with a brush for full-lid coverage, or drag it along the lash lines 
for precise definition. #1310945 $18

MAKE UP FOR EVER SMOKY LASH Top off your look with a few helpings of this richly 
pigmented formula that thickens, lengthens and instantly curls. #1097229 $22 

DIOR 5-COLOUR SHADOW IN SMOKY DESIGN 008 Metallics with a softer side, sweep 
these subtle shades over lids for a high-shine wash of color. #1165240 $58

TIP: To make your 
shadow look even 
more reflective, 
dampen your brush 
first—it makes any 
shade more rich and 
concentrated.SCAN + WATCH
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TREND:

RICH METAL LIDS 
Swipe fall’s boldest texture—it 
gives eyes a reflective edge



PRECIOUS 
METALS
Our newest  
palettes and  
kits shine, with 
shades that  
perfectly mirror 
the trend 

68++++FREE STANDARD SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS OVER $50
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1. NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA BENEFIT ANNIE KIT – EYE GOTTA! Look effortlessly 
groomed with this palette at hand. The kit includes three soft neutral shadows and two 
creamy high-shine liners for makeup that looks pretty, defined and so fresh. The huge 
mirror is a plus for on-the-go touch-ups. #13344043 $36 ($40 value) LIMITED EDITION

2. NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA BAREMINERALS INSIDER COLOR SHIFT 
EYECOLOR KIT This kit includes a color-changing shadow, an eyeliner, a volumizing 
mascara, a rosy blush, a shimmering gloss, and a double-ended brush—everything you 
need to create an everyday look that just happens to be spot-on trend. #1351857 $40 
($104 value)

3. NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA SMASHBOX PHOTO OP EYE ENHANCING PALETTE 
IN HAZEL EYES This palette is ideal for popping hazel eyes with six complementary 
shades. Blend the top three for day, and the bottom three for a sultry evening look. 
#1349661 $44 Also available: BLUE #1349653, BROWN #1349679

4. NEW STILA NATURAL EYE SHADOW PALETTE Sweep on a sheen perfect for evening 
with ten of Stila’s prettiest shades—from the softest cream to gleaming charcoal. The 
matte brown Smudge Stick is great for adding definition. #1346667 $39

5. NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA MAKE UP FOR EVER SMOKY EYE PALETTE All 
eight of these semi-metallic shades—ranging from icy white to rich eggplant—are 
perfect for layering. Apply them wet for an ultra-reflective finish. #1353978 $45  
($61 value) LIMITED EDITION
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TIP: For a mistake-proof 
application, first use a 
light-colored eye pencil 
to sketch the winged 
effect—you can swipe off 
any mistakes easily with 
a cotton swab. Then, trace 
over your line with a dark 
liquid, gel or creamy liner.

SCAN + WATCH

TREND:

WINGED LINER 
Sketch on this season’s  
high-style trend

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA LAURA MERCIER TIGHTLINE & DEFINE 
CAKE EYE LINER COLLECTION We love that this makeup-artist designed 
kit has everything you need to create gorgeously winged eyes—a liner 
palette, the perfect brush, volumizing mascara (not shown)—without any 
mess, smudging, or frustration. #1342260 $59 ($108 value)

SMASHBOX JET SET WATERPROOF EYE LINER IN MIDNIGHT BLACK 
Beginners, take note: Gel-based formulas are one of the simplest to apply. 
Just dip an arced liner brush in the pot and trace your lash line. Available in 
6 shades. #941138 $22

SMASHBOX ARCED EYELINER BRUSH 21 Creating the winged liner effect 
requires precision—and this brush lets you get as close to the lash line 
as possible, with its rounded brush that form-fits the shape of the eyes. 
#860593 $20

JOSIE MARAN REM PEN IN CHAMPAGNE/ALMOND Pair a sharp 
geometric eye with a soft wash of shadow using this dual-ended eye color 
wand with a built-in shadow, liner and two full-size applicators. Line and 
shade in seconds with the creamy crease-proof formulas that glide on 
easily and last all day—in no-worry color-coordinated hues. #1346311 $32 

STILA STAY ALL DAY WATERPROOF LIQUID EYE LINER IN ALLOY Trust 
Stila to create a liquid liner with a marker-like tip for simple maneuvering—
and one that won’t smudge, bleed or fade. #1346725 $20



NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT 
SEPHORA SEPHORA 
COLLECTION SMOKY 
KOHL LINER For a 
smoldering look that 
won’t budge or fade, 
this kohl pencil draws a 
perfect line of color, but 
then softens beautifully 
with the smudge tip. $12 
07 PURPLE #1325125, 
06 BLUE #1325109 

NEW URBAN 
DECAY 24/7 

WATERPROOF 
LIQUID LINER 

Is your hand 
a little shaky? 

This long-lasting 
liner provides 
great control. 

And the vibrant 
color looks 

spectacular—
winged out or 

precisely lined. 
Available in 11 

shades. $20  
SIREN 

#1348747, 
DEMOLITION 

#1348705

64++++1-877-SEPHORA

NEW NARS LARGER THAN LIFE 
LONG-WEAR EYELINER Soft and 
super creamy, makeup artists 
love defining eyes with this pencil 
because it looks stunning, lasts 
for 12 hours and never smears. 
Plus, the built-in sharpener 
creates a sharp line every time. 
Available in 9 shades. $23 
BOURBON STREET #1344241, 
ABBEY ROAD #1344233

COLOR IN 
THE LINES  
Here’s a bright idea:  
Amp up the 
winged-liner look 
with jewel tones 

NEW NARS EYESHADOW IN OUTREMER 
Trace lash lines with this intense blue 
that’s utterly flattering and just so pretty, 
whether you apply subtly or boldly. 
#1344100 $23

CLINIQUE QUICKLINER 
FOR EYES This silky twist-
up pencil—no sharpener 
required—makes thickening 
the liner towards the outer 
edge easy and neat. $15  
15 GRAPE #557447,
5 TRUE KHAKI #203489
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TREND:

EXTREME PART 
This season’s headline for 
hair: sleek and sharp

NEW OJON DAMAGE REVERSE INSTANT RESTORATIVE HAIR SERUM The extreme part calls for perfectly sleek hair. 
Place a few drops of this moisturizing serum on your palms and rub them lightly over damp hair to start the smoothing 
process. #1362565 $25 

EXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA RITA HAZAN ROOT CONCEALER IN BLONDE A deep side part hides nothing—grays and 
dark roots are fully exposed. Just spray this temporary root cover to instantly disguise. The pinpoint applicator makes 
it mistake-proof. #1316967 $24 Also available: LIGHT BROWN #1316959, RED #1316975, DARK BROWN #1316942

SEPHORA COLLECTION RIBBON HAIR TIES A deep-side part with a low-pony is our favorite look. Use these elastic 
fiber bands to secure your hair—they stay put all day and then glide off without pulling or snagging. #1340835 $8

GHD 1" GOLD PROFESSIONAL STYLER When your hair is dry, glide this iron through to ensure it’s ultra smooth and 
free of frizz. #1310580 $225 

SCAN + WATCH

TIP: To ensure the smoothest finish: Tame any flyaways by generously spraying a clean mascara wand with 
hairspray, then gently brushing them down—the smaller the brush, the less disruption to the rest of the hair. 
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NEW BUMBLE AND BUMBLE LET IT SHINE SHAMPOO & LET IT SHINE CONDITIONER 
Rid hair of the oils and residue that dull your natural shine with this clear, lightweight 
cleanser. Follow with a nourishing conditioner that releases tangles and leaves hair soft 
and swingy. SHAMPOO #1345180 $22, CONDITIONER #1345214 $23 

NEW BUMBLE AND BUMBLE LET IT SHINE FINISHING SPRAY Mist on this lightweight 
silicone spray anytime to control frizz and make hair gleam—and don’t worry, the 
formula won’t make it look greasy or weigh it down. #1345297 $25

SIDE LINERS
Sharp parts require 
glorious shine, precise 
sleekness and a 
brilliant boost of color

SMOOTH MOVES
NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA 
KERATINPERFECT 30-DAY BRAZILIAN HAIR 
SMOOTHING SYSTEM DELUXE EDITION 
This at-home Brazilian smoothing system 
promises sleek hair for 30 days without a 
trek to the salon. Set includes: KeratinPerfect 
PerfectCleanse Keratin Enhanced Shampoo, 
PerfectSilk Keratin Enhanced Conditioner, 
PerfectRenew Daily Keratin Replenishing 
Spray, PerfectPrep Pre-Treatment 
Clarifying Shampoo, ThePerfector 30-Day 
Hair Smoothing Treatment, PerfectSleek 
Deluxe Titanium 1" Flat Iron, dual-headed 
PerfectComb, two PerfectClips and 
PerfectMeasure Cup (last three not shown). 
#1332543 $235 ($350 value)

SHINE ENHANCERS

EXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA COUTURE COLOUR LUXEBLEND™ 
CRÈME HAIR COLOUR WITH PEQUI GLOSSING SERUM 
At-home color has never been easier—or more luxurious. This 
moisturizing ammonia-free formula, with nine custom-blend 
shades, nourishes hair with pequi oil to make it shine, while 
locking in vibrant color. $30 Swatches shown left to right: 
LIGHT GOLDEN BLONDE #1318427, DARK GOLDEN BLONDE 
#1318443, STRAWBERRY BLONDE #1318435, AUBURN 
#1318468, LIGHT BROWN #1318450, MEDIUM GOLDEN 
BROWN #1318476, MEDIUM BROWN #1318484, DARK BROWN 
#1318492, SOFT BLACK #1318500

STRIKING COLOR  



SPOTLIGHT ON: 

MAKEUP PLUS 
The trend we spotted is still going strong—
makeup powered by potent skincare ingredients

WILD ROSE
Diminishes fine lines and boosts radiance for 
a soft, luminous look
NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA KORRES WILD ROSE 
ILLUMINATING MINERAL POWDER We love that one dusting 
of this finishing powder boosts radiance and soothes our skin—
and this clever powder fades dark spots with wild rose extract 
too. SELECT STORES #1353663 $18

QUERCETIN  
AND OAK
Reverses aging at the cellular 
level to reduce wrinkles and 
restore elasticity
NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA KORRES 
QUERCETIN & OAK CONCEALER Dab it 
on your delicate under-eye area with an 
index finger to hide dark circles and smooth 
fine lines with the powerful antioxidant 
quercetin. SELECT STORES $22 FAIR 
#1324573, LIGHT #1324581, MEDIUM 
BEIGE #1324599, MEDIUM TAN #1324607

ARGAN OIL
Intensely hydrates while reducing oil 
and the appearance of fine lines
NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA JOSIE MARAN 
ARGAN SHADOW PALETTES IN BEAUTIFUL 
PURPLES Swirl on these soft velvety shadows—
infused with hydrating argan oil—with a small shadow 
brush in the morning, and you’ll still have intense 
saturated color at the end of the day. Available in 3 
shades. SELECT STORES #1346394 $36

SUGAR
Provides long-lasting 
moisture while it  
softens and smooths
NEW FRESH SUGAR PLUM LIP 
TREATMENT Sweep on this sheer 
crimson tint that nourishes and 
protects lips with real sugar and 
vitamins A, C and E. #1361065 
$22.50 LIMITED EDITION

EXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA FRESH 
BROWN SUGAR LIP POLISH 
Smooth lips will make any lip color 
glide on more easily. Rub a dab of 
this brown sugar—infused scrub over 
your mouth to ensure yours are free 
of flakes. #1297183 $22.50BROWN ALGAE 

Adds instant hydration so skin appears firmer  
and more even
NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA ANASTASIA ILLUMIN8 SHADOW 
DUO IN POWER LUNCH These shadows impart a sheer wash of color, 
while hydrating and revitalizing with powerful antiaging ingredients, 
such as brown algae and diamond core powder. Available in 4 shades. 
#1346261 $26

CLAY
Minimizes shine while 
nourishing skin to reveal 
a smoother texture
NEW TARTE SMOLDEREYES CLAY 
WATERPROOF LINER IN NAVY 
Don’t worry about this vibrant 
line along your lashes fading 
or smudging—the nourishing 
Amazonian clay—infused formula is 
budge-proof. Available in 8 shades. 
#1345289 $25

! " # $ % & ' " ( ) $ * + , - # . ! / | S E P H O R A . C O M       8088++++FREE STANDARD SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS OVER $50
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NEW GRAFFITI KITTY ROLLERGIRL The scent: A little bit girlie 
(thanks to green apple and vanilla) and a little bit edgy (with hints 
of musk), so it strikes the perfect balance. Plus, the scribbled-on 
rollerball is the ideal size for your night-out clutch. #1332105 $18 

NEW GRAFFITI KITTY COMPACT MIRROR Stash this double-sided 
mirror in your bag for touch-ups—one side has three times the 
magnification, ideal for tweezing. With a case this eye-catching, 
you’ll want to pull it out often. #1334093 $18

NEW GRAFFITI KITTY PALETTE With four eye shadows and two 
blushes, this two-tiered compact has everything you need to create 
your own daring style—combine the soft pink and shimmering gray 
shadows for day, then add drama with the dark charcoal and  
sultry teal shades for night. #1325158 $35

NEW GRAFFITI KITTY MAKEUP BAG Here’s a makeup bag you’ll 
want to display—the tarnished metallic color is the perfect 
backdrop to the street art that adorns it. And the size is just 
right—all of your everyday essentials will easily fit. #1334101 $28 

INTRODUCING THE GRITTY SIDE OF PRETTY

THE GRAFFITI KITTY COLLECTION

SPOTLIGHT ON:

VISIT SEPHORA, THE EXCLUSIVE  
BEAUTY RETAILER FOR HELLO KITTY

LIMITED EDITION SCAN + WATCH

EXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA SEPHORA COLLECTION GLOSSY GLOSS Slick this 
ultra-rich gloss over lips for a shiny wet-look effect. Use the light shade to create a 
glass-like finish, or coat on any of the pigment-packed ones for a range of glistening 
color possibilities. $10 Shown clockwise from top: 09 CHRISTMAS CANDY 
#1308949, 21 CANDY MIX #1309079, 16 TANGY BITE #1309020, 08 ROCK 
CANDY #1308931, 05 SWEET CARAMEL #1308881, 13 FOREVER PINK #1308998

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA SEPHORA COLLECTION WATERPROOF JUMBO 
LINER The ultimate two-in-one: Draw a vibrant glimmering line for a strong liner 
look, or finger-blend for a shadowy effect. The color—in 16 beautiful shades—stays 
put for 12 hours. $10 Shown clockwise from top: 10 GREEN #1311117, 11 TURQUOISE 
#1311125, 15 PURPLE #1311190, 13 MARINE #1311166

NEW SEPHORA COLLECTION CLASSIC DOUBLE ENDED BRUSHES These double-
sided brushes make traveling a breeze. With just three tools, you get a total of six 
brushes and endless ways to decorate your face on the go. Shown clockwise from 
top: DRAMATIC EYES BRUSH #1326768 $18, FLAWLESS COMPLEXION BRUSH 
#1326784 $28, BROW SCULPTING BRUSH #1326792 $18

SPOTLIGHT ON:

Get creative with our full spectrum of color 

SCAN + WATCH



EXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA SEPHORA BY OPI NAIL 
COLOUR Create any design you desire with these lush 
doses of color—or use them as the perfect canvas 
for layering on glitter and gemstones. This season is 
made for experimenting.

1. SEPHORA BY OPI GARDEN OF GOOD & EVIL 
COLLECTION IN WHAT’S YOUR POISON  
#1335116 $9.50

2. SEPHORA BY OPI NAIL COLOUR IN LOOKS LIKE 
RAIN DEER #1305531 $9.50, GLITTER POT 
IN GOLD/COPPER JEWELRY #1335488 $9.50, 
TOP COAT IN FLURRY UP #1274299 $9.50 and NAIL 
DESIGNS IN CRYSTAL BINDIS #1341247 $5

3. SEPHORA BY OPI NAIL COLOUR IN BREAK 
A LEG WARMER #1292499 $9.50 and BLASTED 
IN SILVER #1341320 $5 

4. SEPHORA BY OPI NAIL COLOUR IN ARM CANDY 
#1111327 $9.50, NAIL COLOUR IN WHAT’S A TIRE 
JACK? #1111590 $9.50, NAIL COLOUR IN THE WAY 
TUTU HIS HEART #1305481 $9.50

Visit facebook.com/sephora or scan + watch to  
see all of these recipes and more.

1

4

CREATED  
EXCLUSIVELY FOR  

SEPHORA BY

NAIL ART 
Make a big statement on 
beauty’s smallest canvas

SCAN + WATCH

2

3

4

Nail artist Sophy Robson 
crafts masterpieces for  
Paris runways, decorates tips 
inside London clubs,  
and embellishes celebrity 
nails. Now, she envisions 
exclusive looks for Sephora. 
Get inspired here.  
Create your own at home.



Our latest scent obsessions are either unbelievably bold or 
outrageously playful—and they all put you in the mood

SCAN + WATCH

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA DIOR ADDICT TO LIFE This sparkling floral, with 
lilac, jasmine and white musk, will make you feel energized and ready to tackle 
anything. 1.7 oz EDT #1346816 $69 Also available: .67 oz #1346790 $40, 3.4 oz 
#1346824 $90

NEW SOMEDAY BY JUSTIN BIEBER Like getting a bouquet from a sweetheart, 
the sensual blend of jasmine, wild berries and vanilla has us totally smitten. And 
we love the fun heart-shaped bottle-stopper too. 1.7 oz EDP #1351089 $45 Also 
available: ROLLERBALL #1351113 $18, 1 oz #1351097 $35

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA MARC JACOBS DAISY EAU SO FRESH 
ROLLERBALL Raspberry and pear join with wild rose and apple blossom in 
this playful scent, which flatters and uplifts—much like the designer’s clothes. 
#1354919 $20

NEW LAVANILA VANILLA BLACKBERRY The bold seductive blend of ripe 
blackberry, juicy raspberry and warm Madagascar vanilla will make you feel warm 
and sexy as the weather cools. 1.7 oz EDT #1366129 $58 LIMITED EDITION

FALL’S FEEL-GOOD SCENTS 

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA KAT VON D POETICA 
ROLLERBALL Turn heads with this exciting mix of passion fruit, 
sweet Tahitian cherry and spicy jasmine. The daring blend will 
instantly bolster your confidence. #1330059 $18 LIMITED EDITION

FRESH BROWN SUGAR This zesty formula will completely 
invigorate your mood with bursts of tangerine, Sicilian lemon and 
sheer caramel. 1 oz EDP #1310168 $32

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA HARAJUKU LOVERS SUPER G 
Unleash your inner superhero—or just loads of confidence—by 
spritzing on this fun, fruity floral, with tangerine, yellow coconut and 
sexy vanilla, all encased in the cutest bottle imaginable. 1 oz EDT 
#1361815 $45 LIMITED EDITION 

NEW CLINIQUE HAPPY ROLLERBALL Lighten up! You can’t help 
but feel giddy when you roll on this ripe mix of ruby red grapefruit, 
bergamot and spring mimosa. #1364769 $18

TIP: Use fragrance to inspire any emotion. One spritz has the power to redirect your entire attitude.
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THE FACE OF BEAUTY

SPOTLESS SKIN 
Fast acne-fighting treatments  
that truly work. Finally.

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA 
CLARISONIC MIA DEEP PORE 
CLEANSING SYSTEM This 
professional-quality skincare 
brush moves in two directions to 
remove every trace of dirt and 
oil so all you’re left with is clean, 
glowing skin. #1365998 $149
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NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA 
BOSCIA PORE PURIFYING 
BLACK STRIPS We’re amazed 
by these cool pore strips—
charcoal powder exfoliates, so 
when you peel them off, it takes 
dead skin and oil away too. 
#1336619 $15

NEW BLISS NO ‘ZIT’ 
SHERLOCK BREAKOUT-
BUSTING RUBBERIZING 
MASK The very same 
formula Bliss Spa’s 
aestheticians swear by, 
this rubbery mask absorbs 
impurities and clears pores 
with exfoliating seaweed 
and antiseptic tea tree. 
#1353762 $38

NEW MURAD ACNE RAPID RESPONSE SET A travel-friendly 
version of our bestselling acne kit, formulated by leading 
dermatologist Dr. Howard Murad. Use the products daily to 
eliminate breakouts and soothe inflamed skin. Apply the 
clarifying mask weekly to absorb pore-clogging oil. #1363563 
$22 ($40 value) LIMITED EDITION

CLINIQUE ACNE SOLUTIONS CLEAR SKIN SYSTEM The secret to this skin-clearing system 
lies in the three-step technique: Cleanse to get rid of acne-causing bacteria, exfoliate to unclog 
pores and diminish oil, then moisturize with a soothing antiredness formula. And it works: 
96% had a reduction in inflamed acne in just two weeks. #1027499 $32.50 

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA 
BRAZILIAN PEEL CLEAR ACNE PEEL 
KIT We love that this kit includes two 
steps: a professional-strength glycolic 
peel—which boosts radiance while 
fading acne spots—and a 30-day 
supply of salicylic acid-infused pads 
to instantly unclog pores and exfoliate 
skin. After four weeks, 90% of users 
reported a reduction in blemishes. 
#1346923 $60
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NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT 
SEPHORA SADICK 
DERMATOLOGY 
GROUP PARK AVENUE 
PRESCRIPTION The 
most effective antiaging 
treatments attack from 
all angles. These three 
formulas protect skin 
from the environment 
during the day and work 
to restore collagen and 
reduce pigmentation at 
night. SELECT STORES 
#1317486 $70 ($122 value)

More powerful and more active, the 
newest treatments pack even more punch

SKINNOVATIONS

NEW PETER THOMAS ROTH 
DE-SPOT We love that this 
serum minimizes spots 
and prevents more from 
forming—all without irritation. 
Actives include skin-lightening 
actiwhite and cell-renewing 
niacinamide. 1 oz #1358902 $75

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA SEPHORA COLLECTION 
SKINCARE INSTANT MOISTURE MASK Hydrated skin is 
luminous skin. In just five minutes, this thick comforting mask 
deeply moisturizes with the plant-based ingredient HydroSenn+. 
The result: pure radiance. 4 x .35 oz #1303775 $15 

EXCLUSIVE BEAUTY RETAILER 
ALGENIST CONCENTRATED 
RECONSTRUCTING SERUM Discovered 
accidentally by scientists developing 
renewable energy, the microalgae-based 
ingredient fights all signs of aging—it 
replenishes elasticity, reduces wrinkles 
and increases luminosity. After ten 
days, 86% of users said it restored skin 
density and elasticity. 1 oz #1328814 $95 

EXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA 
SUPER BY DR NICHOLAS 
PERRICONE NIGHT 
RECHARGE WITH RED 
ALGAE While you sleep, 
the powerful antioxidant 
astaxanthin, abundant 
in red algae, works to 
brighten, smooth and  
renew your complexion.  
1 oz #1288331 $50

NEW PERRICONE MD 
ACYL-GLUTATHIONE 
Multitasking ingredient 
acyl-glutathione tackles 
the aging trifecta—
severe dryness, loss 
of elasticity and 
wrinkles. After just one 
month, 85% of women 
reported a reduction 
in the appearance of 
forehead and smile 
creases—amazing. 
1 oz #1331065 $175 
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NEW DR. BRANDT DARK CIRCLES AWAY 
COLLAGEN EYE SERUM We love that this 
cream depuffs and hydrates our tired eye 
area instantly, and then over time, helps 
increase collagen levels. #1330828 $55

OLE HENRIKSEN ULTIMATE LIFT EYE 
GEL Plagued with puffiness and wrinkles? 
This light gel formula uses cucumber and 
calendula to tackle dark circles, depuff and 
smooth lines. 1 oz #966200 $38

EXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA CLICKR 
MAGIC EYE CREAM It’s a gem of a 
cream—diamond dust smooths skin, silver 
minimizes fine lines and gold improves 
circulation. Apply it twice daily for radiant, 
youthful-looking eyes. #1188903 $36

NEWEXCLUSIVE BEAUTY RETAILER FIRST 
AID BEAUTY 5 IN 1 EYE CREAM Straight 
away, you’ll notice the glow under your 
eyes. Then in a few weeks, ingredients such 
as retinyl palmitate and arbutin reduce 
discoloration and wrinkles. .5 oz SELECT 
STORES #1343391 $28

EYE REWIND  
Dark circles, fine lines, puffiness—
our best treatments reverse them all

RAY OF LIGHT 
Groundbreaking teeth-
whitening technology.  
The smile revolution is here.

EXCLUSIVE BEAUTY RETAILER  
GLO BRILLIANT PERSONAL TEETH 
WHITENING DEVICE Get glo-ing. 
The first at-home electrically powered 
tooth-whitening device delivers a 
combination of heat and light to 
visibly brighten your teeth up to 
eight shades—with an average of 
five shades in just five days—and 
with little to no sensitivity. #1283514 
$275 Also available: GLO BRILLIANT 
MOUTHPIECE AND CASE #1283530
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SEPHORA

COOLEST COLLECTIBLES

SCAN + WATCH

NEWEXCLUSIVELY AT SEPHORA TOKIDOKI ROLLERBALLS These adorable 
rollerballs remind us of those candy dispensers we loved as kids—only they 

dispense the sweetest scents, each with a different personality. With a total of six 
fragrances ranging from zesty fruits to rich florals, it’s easy to find a character 

you’ll love. $18 Shown left to right: CIAO CIAO #1325018, ADIEU #1325059, 
DONUTELLA #1324987, SIBERIA #1325034, SANDY #1325000, ADIOS #1324961 

All prices reflect US dollars and are subject to 
change. Free standard shipping on orders over 
$50 valid in US only. For more information and 
beauty advice, visit sephora.com/catalogorder 
or call 1-877-SEPHORA (1-877-737-4672) M-F 
6am-9pm PST, weekends 8am-5pm PST.

DOWNLOAD THE NEW 
SEPHORA APP FOR IPAD
Tap into our virtual treasure trove of beauty


